Functional domains of the alpha subunit of the eighth component of human complement: identification and characterization of a distinct binding site for the gamma chain.
The purified gamma subunit of the eighth component of human complement (C8) was used to characterize its site of interaction within C8 and to probe the ultrastructure of membrane-bound C5b-8 and C5b-9 complexes. Purification of gamma was accomplished by separating the disulfide-linked alpha-gamma subunit from the noncovalently associated beta chain and subjecting the former to limited reduction, alkylation, and ion-exchange chromatography. Upon mixing, purified alpha and gamma exhibited a high affinity for each other, as evidenced by their ability to form a noncovalent, equimolar complex at dilute concentrations and in the presence of excess serum albumin. Purified gamma also exhibited an affinity for C8', a previously described derivative that is functionally similar to C8 although it is composed of only alpha and beta. These results indicate that alpha possesses a specific site for interaction with gamma and that this site is preserved in the isolated subunit. Furthermore, this site remains accessible when alpha is associated with beta. In related experiments, gamma was found to specifically associate with membrane-bound C5b-8' and C5b-(8')9 complexes. These results indicate that the site for gamma interaction remains accessible on alpha in C5b-8' and is not shielded by C9 within C5b-(8')9. It is concluded that the gamma subunit of C8 is located on the surface of membrane-bound C5b-8 and C5b-9.